
Tape recording: 

With Mr. Pete Swanepool 

A former Member of the Bureau for State Security and before 

that with the Security Branch. 

It is September the 4th, 1995 and we are in Pretoria. 

MG: Mr. Swanepool, you started telling me a little bit about your 

background and the early SO's particularly and the issue of 

how you dealt with the Communists and I was wondering if you 

might summarize that a little bit if you wouldn't mind. 

PS: Yes, suddenly now that I've seen the machine, I've become 

tongue tied. 

MG: I'm sorry, it goes within a few minutes . 

MG: You were saying that when you started off you were dealing 

with Communists and you were a young naive africano. 

PS: Perhaps I should give you the background towards this whole 

job that the South African Police did with what was called 

sort of agitators. 

MG: Yes . 

PS: I came across a very interesting little booklet the other day 

it was the forerunner of a book that we had offered when I 

joined the police in 1946. The main little bible that the 

young policemen had was a little blue book and the book before 

that had been used by my father-in-law in the 20's or the 30's 

and I kind of thought that these were indeed old books and it 

was written in 1932 or 1933 and it had this whole chapter on 

agitators. You know* *26 agitators. -------
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PS : It was remarkable, when I went to the __________ *27 

Branch, I joined the police in '46 and I was with the CIB 

in about 1948. About Jan. '52 I was drafted to Special 

Branch . And it hadn't changed much from 1934. The work 

then, there was this system that you had to go through, you 

had to report on the movements these creatures , the 

organizations. And the things was that we had grown up in 

an atmosphere where there were not any black academics 

around . There were not many black doctors around there 

were not many black people other than the people who worked 

for you on the job . And suddenly when I went to this 

Special Branch, I was confronted by all these intelligent and 

relatively well educated africans. You had people with 

doctor degrees and mostly in medicine at the time. I 

seem to remember a Zulu fellow by the name of Dr. ______ _ 

------*44 ) and they became the prisoners of the ANC about 

the year after I started. I think he became President about 

1952 before him there was a Mr. Champion his name was 

Arthur William Grace. And Champion was a black as the ace 

of spades. He was a very very conservative man. 

MG: Very anti-communist to. 

PS: I remember on the question of communism, I remember a number 

of conversations. At Chief ___________ *54) house 

and I said to him look . The way I read the white politicians 

and the sort of appeal that you make to my common sense. I 

think you would make the same appeal to Dr . 
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PS: ________________ *58). He wasn't , you know , the 

big shot in that day . But to people in government I said 

you would stand a chance of getting much further if you 

discarded this sort of communist baggage that you had with 

you. And he said to me, "well to be quite frank I am an 

anti - communist _____________ *62), they are the 

best organized . If I were to sort of split with the 

communist party or with the communist in the congress 

group, we would not get anywhere. And it was thought in 

Durban you know Congress was democrat there. 

and _____________ *67 Rolly' s wife Jacqueline 

Ernstein (?) and *69 ----------------
and all the Indians of course 

"1< 72 ------------------------------
They were the mainstay of the whole business . If those 

f ellows fell away there would have been hardly any 

organizational work being done. And of course, we 

agreed at the time, even now, I suppose. You know we were 

so unsophisticated we didn't know very much the 

_______ *75) you know between the Communist and the 

Liberals. 

MG : Or social democrats. 

PS: Yes, or the social democrats . These things would have been 

academic to us . You know if a guy came and said he wanted 

t o vote for black, well he was a communist . 
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PS: But, this had something to do with eventually my interest 

in the CIA. In 1961 when the whole, shall I say, violent 

part of the struggle. I was not in South Africa , I was 

transferred to --------------
and stayed there for seven years. 

MG: Can I interrupt you for just a second. 

PS: Yes. 

*84 on Jan. '61 

MG: You were saying something though that by that time you had 

curiously been influenced by what you were hearing and 

reporting. 

PS : Oh! of course. The other day we had two old colleagues of 

mine from _____________ *88) . One became a general 

in the police. We are all retired now. And we of the fellows 

daughter live in ___________ *92 and they invited us 

over there and we had lunch and the three of us started 

talking. I think all three admitted that we were absolutely 

___________ *94 liberalism in those early days. But 

often you would've been willing in conversation to say 

we're Liberals . The Liberal Party were very nice people 

There was a women there I think she was a lecturer ac the 

Natal University. 

MG: Not _______ Juno (*99) ? 

PS: __________ Juno, her father was a big shot in the 

prisons. 

MG: Ohl was he, I didn't know that. 

PS: In a private, but he was interested. 
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MG: She lives here in Johberg. 

PS: Does she, she was there was a *102) 

MG: I knew him. 

PS: There were others . 

MG: Peter Brown . . ... 

---------------

PS: Yes, and there was no reason why you couldn't out. You 

know there was a chap called Von Grinsberg (?) who 

was with foreign affairs. 

MG: Was that Patrick Von . .. . ? 

PS: Patrick Von Grinsberg, who became a big shot in the Liberal 

Party. And he went and lived in Botswana I think and he 

started that Botswans school. 

There was no stopping us from sort of saying openly what 

you believed. If one wanted to get involved actively , 

you would have break on people with the Government. 

That would mean getting your whole family . ... 

And of course, there was this other thing that kept me 

from ever becoming more than just closet .. . ..... .. .. . *114). 

This was frank question of 11 what is going to happen once 

you give these people advice, once you give Africans 

advice" What is going to happen with that? 

Funnily enough, I thought of my own philosophy, I thought of 

my own sort solutions to this thing in late years 

what *119. I was --------------------
fortunate there that twice I had to look after 

John's *120) when he was on ---------------
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PS: holiday . Once I spent the whole weekend with Dr . ____ _ 

MG: 

PS: 

*123) in ----------- *122 ------------
! know they wouldn't talk politics. 

And you know if you could speak to these guys from the 

the point of view of being now sort of absolutely aware of 

what the black people are saying. Confront them and say 

you can't. go on the way you are "What is going to happen 

ahead 11
, "how are we going to resolve these issues"? 

*126 -------------------------
the vote. And how are you going to solve this? 

And honestly, these people had absolute answers. 

Dr. ___________________ *131 would say 

"Yes, well you see it would give these people absolute 

same quality within their own State" . And I said 

yes, and I sort of thought about this afterwards and 

would think this is impossible, it can't happen because 

South Africa is economically expanding and its certain 

that all these black labourers . There's no way that 

you can say ''there's your country and this is our 

country". Thy are all living there ----------
-----------------*l40) I cam up with this 

*l40 ---------and I said instead of having black 

why don't you have white *140. 

Oh! interesting . 

I knew the editor of the *141, -------------
I knew *l43 was the 
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PS: only Liberal in South East Africa. 

Judge. Very intelligent old man. 

He was an acting 

He used to tell me 

that he felt very lonely and he was the only intellectual 

in the whole country. 

MG: I can believe it . 

PS: He was a very shrewd old man. But I used to bounce these 

ideas off him. And I would say look .... Why can't we have 

MG: 

PS: 

a white ___________ *151) 

*151. You know the North East parcel 

was about the size of Natal. In those days it had 10,000 

people. And they were noematic. We can easily accommodate 

them or we can give them alternative ________ *155 

in what is now the white area. And let all the white 

guys and *157. ---------------------
*l58 . The beginning of the ----------------

So I came up with this idea and guy laughed at me and 

the editor ________________ *160. So 

I wrote to him and said ''I'm going to pay for this", but 

I'll print it as a letter. So he prints this thing as 

a letter on two huge pages. "Leader asks for white 

_______________ *163. Honestly, I think 

it was the first thing on paper that I ever saw about 

this i dea. But I approached this from a Liberal point of 
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PS: view . I started out "You know South Africa is such a 

______________ *166) now , I quoted then from 

Newsweek and sort of bad *167 -----------
You can only do it if we get rid of discrimination. 

The only way you can stop discrimination (you know, and 

you can give the vote anybody) is to have a Federal System 

where you can have a small place for everybody and where 

you at least you have a home government in your own little 

part of _______________ *172) But overall 

you have a black majority and a ___________ *173). 

Two years after that, the fellow who was the editor of the 

Jewish _________________ *177). I think it is 

called the Jewish Times, and I don't think it is still 

published. He came out with the same idea and he said 

as far as he could see the only way the 

____________ *179 could carry on and live as 

Africanism (?) and this would be for them to have a 

homeland. The way that .... . .... . . . 

And he actually had about five long articles in the 

-----------*185) Sunday paper. And these things 

were published there. It was a bit of an interest at the 

time but .......... . 

Anyway, I was getting back to this thing with documents. 

When I started back to South Africa in 1963 I said you 

know the army had made a suggestion of the creation of 

intelligence (an organization) and the army and the 
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PS: police were always sort of competing in this respect 

because the police had their Security Branch and the 

Special Branch by that time was called the Security 

Branch and the Army had the Military Information Branch 

and eventually the Prime Minister, John 

told the police had formed this Intelligence. We had 

three or four years before thac we had already had an 

Intelligence win in the Special Branch called the 

Republican ________ *204. And I had been a member 

of that. So when the Intelligence Service which was called 

Bureau for *205 I was a major in the ------------
Police at the time. Then of course, we all lost our ranks 

because we adopted civilian ranks. All except the boss. 

MG: Speaking of yourself as a closet Liberal at that time. 

There must have been a tremendous shock for people who 

weren't closet Liberals I suppose it wasn't that much of a 

shock, but I was guessing. Here you were with your more 

Liberal views and all of a sudden in 1963 you get Onkontu 

in 1964 you get ARM, now you a shifting to violence. Now 

the issues are becoming quite serious. And even though the 

Branch has great successes, I mean it's smashing, Onkontu and 

the ARM, nevertheless, that must have been a psychological 

curning point for a lot of people. 

PS: Yes. My own problem with this and sort of taking you into 

my confidence as it were. Something very personal happened 

to me. By about 1959, I tell you I was so Liberal and 
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PS . outspoken about i t. The re was no question in my mind t hat 

we were he ading the wrong way . Because nobody was really 

taking notice what the Congress and Africans in general 

were doing. We had this ____________ *230 soft 

politics and all that. And we seemed to be ignoring 

what black people were doing. But in 1959 there was one 

of the campaigns that the Congress started was a thing called 

paper boycott. This thing had been caused by 

*236 --------------------- in the ghetto 

*238 African ------------district. A very 

_ ___________ *239. And one of the newspapers at 

the time sent out a photographer and this created 

___________ ___ *242 } Congress decided they would 

start this sort of native boycott. In Durban this thing 

took the form of a stay-away for a couple days. And the 

ordinary rebel the street people in a place called 

*250 outside Durban ------------------
and They attacked the 

t he 
-----------------

*251. ---------------------
And the police were sent there in large numbers and 

there was a big stand-off . The police were trying to 

defend the ________________ *254) members 

All these people, there was a crowd of a few thousand 

sort tried to surround the place and every now and again 

the police would chase them away. They went away and they 

would come back again . And our boss in the Security Branch 
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PS: in the Security *257 in Durban sent two of us --------

and he said "look here, go there take binoculars and see 

if you can see any of our activists (fellows we knew, because 

each of us probably knew by name about 200 guys who were 

active in politics, white guys, brown guys and that sort of 

thing. You know we knew their names, we even knew their 

file numbers, we worked with them so much . And we went 

there and we didn't join the police, we set once side almost 

between the police and these people attacking . We sat with 

our binoculars and of course we didn't recognize anybody, 

t.hese were just ordinary (we called them _________ _ 

_______________ *271) you know in Durban they would 

be people who grew up there, they were just the dregs of 

humanity and these people were sort of happy for any occasion 

like this to get in on the riot. We were sitting there when 

a school bus came along, africans kids, nicely dressed but 

from school. But by going to school, they had ignored the 

stay-away and this car came up and the bus driver slowed 

and this car came up and suddenly started pelting the bus 

with rocks and the next moment the whole bus, there wasn't 

a window that wasn't broken, but they stopped the kids from 

getting out of the back. And they set the bus afire and within 

a couple of minutes there was smoke all over. And these kids 

were screaming blue murder in the bus there and you know 

seeing this in the binoculars it was like they were next to 

you. And they were clawing over this glass and they were 
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PS: bleeding and s c reaming . . . . . . .. ... , ...... .. . . . .. . . . ..... . 

*292. And I became absolutely quiet . I suddenly I couldn' t 

speak. It was the strangest thing . And anybody who started 

to speak to me, I started crying I had no control. A most 

embarrassing thing in the world . And they felt sorry for me 

and directed me downstairs which is the district surgeons 

office . And this district surgeon and been in the field 

and treated a lot of guys with shell shock and he said to 

me, you know if this was the war, I would think you had 

shell shock. I think you need a psychiatrist and he 

got out of it. But I was weeping like a baby. 

That thing was gone far away, there was no reason to be 

wasted, I was just absolutely shattered . So they took me to 

the psychiatrist and I had to tel l him all. And he said to 

me in other words you have almost made peace with the fact 

t hat 

chief of police would ----------------------
be __________________ *31 S) and suddenly you 

see all these people burning little kids and you can't 

get _ _____ _______________ *318 ) 

and the Psychiatrist said to me "You know I think I must 

give you a seat on my boat and get you to Australia" you 

know he was pulling my leg. I said this is serious. He 

said well first of all I think you must go away. And he 

boots me off for three months. Suddenly I was booked off 

three months. The Psychiatrist funny enough was the 
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PS: brother of the _____________ *326) Chief. 

MG: Yes , I remember Chief . 

PS: Three months I could go away. And he said never ever have 

anything to do with Politics . And fortunately it was the 

end of the year and they put me on __________ *334) 

staff and _ ______ _______ *334) staff. Nothing 

t.o do 

And it was the sort of incident that was a terrible thing. 

I suppose the ANC now have a feeling for after Shellhouse 

they must know what. ______________ *338) 

but the other time. *340) to us ------------- -

was bad in the sense that about two weeks before 

_________________ *341) about 6 or 8 policemen 

were killed in ____________ *342) For the simple 

reason that white policemen didn't want to shoot and in t hose 

days black policemen couldn't carry guns and the black 

policeman were quite annoyed and they spoke openly about 

it - there were four black killed and four white killed . 

When Sharpul came just a couple of weeks afterwards, the 

police were jittery you know. I think of course they were 

more scared than they should have been. After Sharpul 

the governments decided "no we must surround them 0 and 

they just whipped out files and they arrested everybody. 

Once they had arrested them they realized there was nobody 

there who knew the people, who knew the background. 
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PS: You see I ' ve been confronted now with one hand I ' m quite 

Liberal . But on the other hand here I see the sort of 

savages and I think to myself are we ever going to make a 

go of it? There is the educated part of the African 

population, they think like you, they argue like you. 

But this baggage that we had, this whole crowd of people 

are they going to allow these people to keep on running 

the country, or are they going to form their own sort of 

--------------------*375 ) and start 

using African __________ *375) that sort of 

That is why I started thinking of some sort of other 

solution. 

MG: Was the white .... . . . 

PS: Yes . . Anyway when I got back to South Africa the 

_________________ *379) they made, they had 

special . ........ . 

And of course we didn't have any police functions. So we 

started studying on Intelligence work, and we were sent on 

courses. It was building, trying to produce something 

objective we were to give the government the truth, what it 

wanted. And you know ___________________ *387) 

was very good on this you know he insisted on this and 

in the beginning we just had what we call "Evaluation Staff" 

and then I started them the _ ____________ #391) 

MG: But you had operational people as well, didn't you? 
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PS: Yes. We had operational people outside. 

And in head office we had *394 ---------------
And the reason I went at one stage the old brand of General 

Ambassador had a free hand and I've done research for 

Bob ___ ________ *399) for the government the 

Commissioner of Enquiry the one ......... . 

MG : How do you say? .. .. . . 

PS: Slaverish, and I spent hours in Capetown giving evidence 

to these people. I did most of the research for this. And 

people probably hated us for digging up all the dirty things 

that we could give to the Government about them. 

MG: _____ ________________ *408) 

PS: I honestly think I can claim some credit for even having 

tried to beat some sense into lots of these members of 

parliament who were on that commission, because I remember 

at one stage the _ _ __________ *415) who was the 

united party filler (one of them) he said to me. 

What perspective, what would you consider yourself 

and I said to him "Well sir, if I can be blunt with you 

I think I would consider myself much more Liberal than 

either your Party or the National (?) Party. I think 

people don't have a clue of what is going on in the 

country. You are playing politics here. 

They wanted to know from me what do you think about 

the _________________ *424) and I said 

well "In the sense that they are kids who are pushing 
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PS : liberal ideas T'rn with them all the way. But what I ' m 

scared of is the fact that they are being used and that 

there is this element of socialism creeping in there . 

It is becoming difficult, the lines are blurred you 

can't always where you've got a 

*430 ---------- ------------------
1 i be r al and when perhaps you have a communist version . 

After this and it was during this that I read your name. 

Where I think you were outside the country. 

MG: I was. 

PS: I must have come across your name at that state because I 

remembered the name when _____________ *437 

spoke to me. 

MG: Yes, oh! your memory is very good. 

PS: What I read about you, was after you left the country and I 

can't remember in what context. 

MG: My guess would be it was in 1964. There was a crisis in 

Nusats (Sp) and three of us submitted papers about where 

Nusah should go in the future. Was it that? Driver and 

Legasic and mysel f. That would probably be the main reason . 

PS : That's right. 

And I think those three papers were ______________ _ 

*449. -----------------------
MG: I'm sure they were. 

PS: Anyway, during *450) ---------- I came across 

something about the Internat ional Security Congress and 
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PS: I came across a news clipping that they had received money 

from the __________________ *455 ). 

MG : Yes. It had been exposed I think in 1964 ... 65 . . . 66. 

PS: 1966, 67, yes. And I thought _________ *458) 

PS: 

dove a little deeper. And of course, 

*460) . ----- --------------------
There were some guys there that he sort of clicked with you 

know _______________ *463) And I said well it 

doesn't matter I'd still like to delve -------------

----------------- ---*465 ). Then you see the 

whole ARM exposure that had been in '64 and I was in South 

East Africa and didn't have a thing to do with it then. 

There was an old detective in Pretoria, 

--- -------- ------------------*469) . 

He'd been involved in the investigations in 1964 of the 

ARM . I went and saw him. Tell me now where did these 

guys get their money? Who financed them? And he said 

we never got around to that, our function was to 

- ------------------------*477) pylon . 

Now to my mind I wanted to get to the bottom of the other 

thing . I wanted to get right into the matter, who financed 

them, what was their motivation,. why did they do it. 

MG: Yes 

PS: And he said, funny enough, if you are interested there 

is an old document that we got somewhere. I don't know 
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PS : 

MG: 

PS : 

where he got it, so I said let ' s have a look at it. 

It was the most. interesting document. That was the basis 

for my whole *486) 

Honestly. 

I have reproduced the *487) of this 

whole document . It is a very very interesting document. 

It is the first report that the ARM fellows submitted 

~o explain what they did to the *491) . ------------
The second amount of money that they got, and this explained 

in detail what they did with it. They bought this aeroplane 

and they bought a ship, the whole works was in that, a 12 

to 14 pg. document . 

MG : And this was a document that was found at the time. 

PS : I don't know where old Brigadier *500) -----------
PS: got this . You know at the time I suspected that ic was 

British Intelligence may have given it to him. Or that 

somebody who cooperated with the police had got it from 

-------------*509) or I don't really know where 

it came from. But here it was and to my mind, it contained 

one or two small clues. The two most important things were 

they said what covers they were going to use. They had 

set companies to own the ship and the aeroplane. The 

ship was bought to bring dynamite. The aeroplane was 

used to take refugees out of the country. And those two 

companies were named in London and I had t hat investigated . 

And you know the London equivalent, Lancaster House or 
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PS: somewhere in London *522 ). -------------------
I got hold of the files and I got all their shareholders 

and of course it turned out that fellows like the main 

people John Lang, and then it turned up once you registered 

as director of a company you've got to show other _____ _ 

*533). And he had to show that - --------------
he was also Director something else again. Of _ ______ _ 

- --------------*535). Not __________ * 53 7) 

_ ___ ________________ __ _________ _ _ *540 ). 

Grand __________ Publishing House . Grandsite Holding Co . 

Then I looked up Grandsite and it turned out that this was a 

Holding Co. for Insight and for Grandmite (?). I started 

investigating them and there was no record in England on 

Insight and Granite and suddenly I found out, because some of 

the guys mentioned with Grandsite, Randolph Vine and those 

fellows. 

MG: And Robin Scott Smith. 

PS: Yes, such like that. Then I said to myself, Vine I found out 

that he'd been at _________________ *551). 

And I went and saw New African, where was this and who 

published this and I found it was published by Insight. And 

of course the Liberal Party paper was published by Granite 

so Grandsight was the combination of Granite and Insight . 

That Contact was published by ....... I've never made a study 

of Contact, I should have, it would have been a qui ck linkage. 

Especially through ___________________ *564. 
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MG: That ' s right because he edited it for awhile. 

PS: Yes, he edited for awhile. And I know for a fact that 

Banken worked for the CIA because _______________ , 
______________________ *567, told one of my 

colleagues. He had to go and _________________ _ 

*572 ). -------------------------------
MG : Amazing. 

PS: Anyway that's how the whole thing started. 

MG: Interesting the ARM came really from Nusas (sp) . 

PS: Yes 

MG: Really, isn't that interesting. 

PS: Then, __________________________ *578 

companies. I had all the shareholders from inside and all 

the directors of the companies. And I saw that these 

people, their main task had been involved with New Africans . 

PS: And then I made a study of New Africans. I thought I'd see 

who else was connected and if they would ever say where their 

money came from. And low and behold in Dec. 1966, the linkage 

they came up and they said you know from the start of this 

journey, we've been fortunate in receiving our money from the 

~,.,,~ .. , t'K-•--· i µt p ,( 

,,.. • . t U:4 •• ·I..; 
7A,,, • _,.,,p~•-J 

Congress of Culture ____________ *596). And 

t h i s / m 0 n e y / i s/ n 0 

*598). Then I went -----------------------
and looked up the Congress of Culture Trade. And then I 

picked up everything that I could about that. But of course, 
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PS: that brought me further along to other things like ------
_ _ _______________________ *603 ) 

MG: It ' s a hell of a story. 

PS: And then *605 ) and ----------------------

------------------------------
and all these. And very interesting things like for 

instance in London, they had a thing the Transcription 

*609 ). Which was the most ------------ ---
fantastic thing I think the CFI 

*606 ) 

*613 ). Because all - ---------- - ---------
these things were financed through the 

Foundation *613). That's how one says the CIA did it, but 

one assumes because the same Foundation gave the money , 

--------------*616 ) Foundation was the one 

financing the Congress for Cultural Freedom . 

---------------*618) Foundation also financed 

*619) Centre in London and ---------------the 

PS: there they had to do the sort of t hing that you are doing now . 

They had these studios . Funny enough, you know who worked 

for them at one point . 

MG: No 

PS: Our present speaker ... . ... .... . 

MG : Oh! Mrs. Ginwala (sp?) 

PS : And she worked at that Transcription place. And fellows 

like Lewis and _ _ _____________ ____ *626 ) . 

and ---------------------*630) . 
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MG: I don't know him personally. 

PS: ___________ _ _ ___ *631) didn't work at that 

place, but he worked for the Party and one point. 

MG: He had a news bulletin didn't he. 

PS: Oh! no, he was the Chief of the sort of African 

Division. He set up places in Africa 

__________ *636) and had a place called Ken ____ _ 

_________ *637) in Kenya and so on. Of course, all 

that comes into this. 

MG: Yes. 

MG: It's interesting though in a certain sense the ARM was 

subsidiary to your interest in the CIA more than anything. 

PS: Yes. 

MG: The ARM was of course far back by that time. 

PS: No, no. You see the only way .... I hadn't really recognized 

or really believed the CIA were financing the ARM. But 

I only assumed that they did because they were financing 

the same guys. Vine and Rubin. They were New African 

PS: and they were also running the ARM, so one assumes that 

they got the money . ........ . 

MG: Did you ever establish a connection between Lang and 

the Ghanian Government? 

PS: No. But it's not impossible you know . There was talk 

at one stage, that he could have financed. But I didn't 

get any, I was never abl e to prove this . In those days 

Dr. Inkrumah was said to have financed. 
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MG: I was just looking at a book by Geoffrey Bing, who was his 

Attorney General. Okrumah's Attorney General and at one 

point he mentions that he brought Lang to Ghana and some 

pages further on when they are discussing corruption in the 

Ghanian Government he says ''Yes, of course we made payments 

for Political purposes 1', 11 I know, for instance a South 

African who was given 50,000 pounds to move refugees . But 

he didn't mention any names. 

PS : That's quite possible. 

MG: Lang, he mentions thirty or forty or fifty pages before , 

in terms of trying to improve the Law Faculty but the in 

page 500 there's a possibility . 

MG: Lang set up all the companies in London too. 

PS: Yes, he set up those two companies that owned the ship and 

the aeroplane and Lang I think he was the prime mover and 

shaker in this whole scheme. 

MG: At the beginning he was . 

PS: Later on he left of course, and the other guys were . .. . ... . 

MG: And there was a story I came across in the Press just recently 

just by chance looking at the Defence and Aid Files in 

Capetown. There is a press clipping says that Lang had 

absconded with funds. 

PS: Good ..... . 

MG: Had you ever heard that before. 

PS: You know there was something about when they set up this 

Freedom Radio . He had the money to buy the various equipment 
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PS : but he was a brazen pup because I think the 

_ ________ *723) they'd had a good ________ *724 

and he was so good at it that eventually he sued the Priest 

MG: For invasion of his property. 

PS: Yes, 

MG: I remember I heard that . I think there was a Colonel Spengler 

PS: Colonel Art Spengler . Yes there was a case. 

************ 

END OF TAPE A - CONTINUATION OF INTERVIEW WITH MR. SWANEPOOL : 

TAPE: B SIDE; - Tape counter started at O again. 

*************** 

PS: But you see, my main concern. I did this stuff somewhere in 

the 70's, 75 or 76 thereabouts. What annoyed me is this, 

was at that stage I had enough documentation to see that 

people like Vine and Rubin had never been financed by the 

Communists. Indeed they had been anti-communist . 

MG: Yes , 

PS : And yet, we had our whole Intelligence Community, if you 

PS: might put it that way and the Government, believing that 

everything that went wrong in this country was communist . 

You see, perhaps my argument is not quite so logical, but 

what I believe is this, if our country, if our government , 

the decision-makers if they had been aware earlier, 

the ___________ *14) not your main enemy anymore , 

not just communists, the whole world in fact was against 
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PS: this apartheid. It would have brought these people 

*17) much earlier. But -----------------
you know on the one hand you had these people who were 

Liberals and who were fighting as it were on the same side 

as the communists. Confused people who were 

*21) who were sophisticated. People would say what's the 

*22) difference ------------------------

And the commies are che main ones and we're not giving in. 

But if they could have realized earlier on, these guys are 

not, because the main side of them I think were the 

South African side. And those people were the religious 

ones, they were scared of communists, because they are 

atheists and they destroy the culture. They are 

internationalists, they wouldn 1 t recognize the sovereignty 

of this place and they would sort of support a system of 

where we can be --------------------
*31) And I -----------------------

think it confused them. And they sort of became a 

separate entity altogether. It would have been easier 

for the Liberal faction to have convinced the Government 

that *34) . ----------------------

But what you are doing, you must stop this apartheid 

business, then you will get somewhere. That annoyed me 

at the time, because I found it so absolutely difficult 

to convince senior people. Your own opposition in this 

country doesn't come from the communist. In fact the 
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PS: thing started. The first forty or fifty thousand pounds 

they got , lots of that was given to the African National 

Communist, some was given to the PAC. The guys 

____________________ *42) wasn't Joseph 

Stalin . It may have been somebody, quite in another 

country . 

MG ; Yes. 

PS : But I think yours would be the most interesting now. Your 

research because you now have the whole world to look at. 

MG: That's right. 

What I am going to try and do. I'm quite interested in 

starting off with the background to why the Liberal Party 

and the Congress of Democrats were so split. I mean as 

you say, this is an issue that certainly the Security 

Branch were not particularly interested in at the time. 

Nor, was the government . But within the so called 

anti-apartheid forces that was a big split and it is one 

that stayed for a long long time. And in fact, you might 

argue that the so called Liberals were really lost out 

after the mid 1970's 1980's. Liberals didn't have any 

credibility anymore. Even though they had been quite 

active in Nusas and the Black Sash and the Liberal Party 

and so on. But actually , I'm interested in precisely 

the difference you are talking about. Because that is one 

reason why anti-communism separated them very sharply. 

Curiously enough. You know the Langs, the Vines and the 
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MG : Rubins, were very strongly anti - communise . 

PS: African guys like Jordan *63 ) ----------------
he was an anti - communist. 

MG: Yes. 

PS: And it's funny, those people you could speak to them, you 

could relate to them . The trouble was that for the ordinary 

black guy 1 shall I say like the ordinary Nationalist Party. 

The difference was too subtle. 

MG: Yes, sure. 

PS: Tbey would say are you against the colour bar and the guys 

would say yes and of course then you are also on the 

same side. 

MG: Yes, you want *70) . for blacks and you want this to ------

------- - -------------*71) . 

It' S interesting. Just to get back to one thing. What 

fascinates me is t hat as late as 1975, you would be 

looking back at these organizations to see . . . . . . . 

PS: To see where it started. 

MG: Oh! is that the thing. 

PS: Yes, and we tried at one point to look even further 

back to see ........ that's from the start, the whole 

movement. Came up to _______________ *76) 

MG: Oh! really, going right back to understand the whole 

roots of ....... . 

PS: One tried at one stage .... . we felt for a long time 

the Government needed to realize that the ambition of 
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PS: the black people. Wasn't something of recent, it was 

an old thing. You know that the ANC started in 

_______ ______ *82). And the people who 

were quite ordinary Africans with no foreign sort of 

beckon . These people had already started asking for 

the franchise and it went even further back. One had 

to look at the Union, because that's where it really 

started. When it was decided there that ...... . 

MG: The Cape franchise should be restricted to the Cape and 

so on. Might have been quite a different country had 

we had a evolutionary franchise. But that was impossible 

for the Trans-Val and the OFS and the Natal to accept I 

think. 

PS: The thing was if they had an absolution (?) they should 

have ..... I think if they started off right from the 

beginning with a _________________ *98) 

form of government and they sort of convinced people 

to stay in their own little places. It seems to me 

take a country like England, there would be no law that 

a Scotsman must live in Scotland 1 or a Welshman in Wales . 

There's no law, those people can move around. And yet 

Scotland has maintained identity . And Wales has and 

they get along famously. Sometimes they there's this 

oh! the rules, but its more methodically, on the whole 

people get along famously. And nobody is annoyed with the 

Scots if they Spains cottage names or Welsh names on their 
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PS: highways . In South Africa, I think the Union created the 

situation where they spread the white all over the place 

and thought they could live 

_______________________________ *113 ) 

Of course, as a result there is no Africana land. We don't 

have a spot and it's a very _ _ ______________ *115 

thing for Africani. It means that they have no ______ _ 

___ _____ *118). I've tried read up on the Jews, you 

know, you know there were Jewish Congress for a long time 

activated and --------------------------

*121,122) But before that , you know they were offered places 

like Uganda. 

MG: Yes that's right. 

PS : And the thing i s, they had this urge to have land and 

locations . See take yourself now . Assuming you were here 

and you still had a number of ties as it were with German 

you could always 

________________________ _____ ~12 8, 9 ) 

homeland . .. . . Or, if you moved to another country, then 

of course ___________ that country ________ _ 

#13 0) . - ---------------------------
But people like Africanas? 

MG: Where do you go? You don't have a homeland . 

PS: Everytime when you see when they touch little things like 
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PS: this mornings news. Where the ANC have a meeting with the 

*135). And they decided that -----------------
t.he *137) must go. What the -----------------
hang ______________________ *138) 

To air a thing like that. Then you say to yourself _____ _ 

------------------------*139) . 

MG: Yes, we don't have an anthem . That's right. 

PS ~ 

MG: 

PS: 

But I see the ------Front *139) has come out with a 

big paper now. Did you see that? 

No . 

I saw it in the weekly mail two weeks ago maybe. It was 

young man who is the General Secretary 

I don't know who he is. I can't 

an article on a 

of the Fox:Eront. 

even remember the name. But there's a paper that's 

come out about the Africano folk have got to rebuild 

themselves. And it is almost like the 1920's again . 

The Africanos are looking at ways of doing that and it 

looks to me almost as though , I read it very quickly 

to tell you the truth , that they sore of decided to 

*147 ) in the twenties -------------create the 

and thirties. 

They're 

MG: They're letting ----------------*149) 

and so on that the people put in. And I think that's 

what their looking to, to have Africano institutions 

MG: Schools, radios, blood banks, and so on. 
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MG: That's the way they are going . 

PS : I think they can't be . . ....... .. you know , I've never 

seen in history where a group of people have been so 

divided. 

MG: I know it's amazing isn't it? 

PS : 

Everyone thinks they think alike, but they're very very 

fractious people. 

I've never seen anything like it. The Sunday paper 

*160) that's a thing called --------------
They want a million people each with a hundred grand 

to finance an African ____________ *161) . 

MG: Oh! yes . 

PS: Immediately, the Daily paper, comes out against it. 

They went right through the whole thing and they 

discovered one fellow there that had some really 

extreme right wing _____________ *l65 ). 

They say this is 

*166 ). 

I actually said I'll send money to this 

______ _________ *167) thing, now I don't know. 

MG : Mr . Swanepool , I mustn't keep you too long . 

But I've got a couple of questions, I'd like to get back 

to on this . 

Looking back. can I ask you a very broad question and 
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MG : please forgive me , this is very broad . 

Looking at that ARM and thinking about it from the police 

perspective, were they hopelessly naive, inexperienced, 

I mean really a pretty hopeless bunch. Were they really 

pretty amateurish? As compared to the Onkontu people. 

PS : No , I would think they were probably even better you know. 

The fact , that even up to this day, the government never 

discovered where their money came from. It shows that 

they were much more adept at organizing than . . .. . . . 

I. would think that there was something of the Robin Hood 

sort of swashbuckling kind of adventure in the whole 

MG; Romantic ..... 

PS: Yes, romantic .. . and in the end you must give them credit 

for having done things. I'm talking now of the ordinary 

guys that took part in ..... They had the guts to do things, 

which the African counterpart hadn't done , not for years 

after ... 

MG: Yes. 

PS: They, let's face it, the old terror things . These isolated 

big bombings. That came many years later. At this stage 

when they decided to take action, I think it was quite 

courageous . 

MG: It must be difficult for you to say that . 

PS : No, you know, but on the other hand you want to try to look 

at them sort of objectively. If you sort of really believe 
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PS: anything and you keep on saying you want it. It 1 s just 

that personally I've always thought that violence is the 

wrong way of doing it. Because a guy might still support 

you, but the moment you start violence. I particularly 

disliked them. At one stage they whipped out all these 

*201) of the Irish -------------------
terrorists. 

MG: Oh! they went to the Irish Terrorists. 

PS: Yes, and they published articles. And you can get this 

booklet here and there. It goes back to that bloody 

Sunday when the Irish murdered all those English Intelligence 

fellows. There was ....... . 

MG: I don't know enough about that history. 

PS: You'll read it, and I've got some of it in there .. . . . . . 

I quoted from things. The way they sort of made a hero of 

this fellow Harris (the station bomber). 

MG: Well Harris was terrible. 

PS: Yes , I think he was a fool . I think he was an idiot. 

The whole thing was over and then he went and bombed 

this. I would have disowned him because of it. 

But instead of that, they sort of _ _ ______ *215) 

That annoyed me, I thought that wasn't, you Africano's 

have never lionized a guy like ___________ _ *217) 

MG: It 's a terrible thing. 

MG: But even compared to Unkontu, you think, I suppose 

Unkontu was fairly amateurish as well . 
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PS : I didn't think Unkontu was .. . .... you know in fact I 

don't want to run them down, but I don't think they 

PS: were the biggest .. . ... I think they never won the war _ 

MG: No they didn't . 

PS: I think the American Bank won the war. 

MG: It's curious how quickly Unkontu was broken up, first of 

all and then for many many years there was nothing that 

went on . And even in the 80's Unkontu was not particularly 

active compared to other anti-government warfare . 

PS: I think even _____________________ *231) 

would have forbid the showdown. And in spite of having 

all the support from countries like Zambia I think 

they weren't really quite . . . . .. they certainly had all 

these millions of people in South Africa who would have 

support him, who were prepared to support him I mean 

---------*238) 

MG ; But the ANC almost disappeared from South Africa . 

in the 60's really, until the early 70's in many 

many ways. And then it really reappeared later on. 

I'll tell you a funny this story I heard about 

how Rumania was broken open allegedly . I was 

having dinner with a South African who was 

old friend of my wife's and his father had a farm 

next to Lilies Leath and his name was Mr. Vickers. 

Ernie Vickers was his name. He noticed that there 
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MG: were funny things going on at the farm next door . 

Two or three things that were happening. On one 

occasion apparently a group of Africans had arrived 

in a car and they didn't behave in the subservient 

way that Africans were expected to when they arrived at 

a white home . They sort of stretched and went up to tbe 

door and were very surprised then that they were at the 

wrong place . And in another case one of the young 

brothers was fishing , there's a river a little damn 

that runs between and an African (you know in 1963 ) 

with a gun came up to him and said look "don't you 

fish here anymore because you'll be in big trouble" . 

And then at one time some of the Africans who were 

tending the place were messing around with some of the 

irrigation burrows and they were taking water from the 

Vicker's house and putting it over the theirs . So 

old Ernie Vickers went over to remonstrate and he 

found on the stoop there four or five Africans and 

Indians drinking whisky. Unheard of, on the stoop 

in 1963 . 

PS : Oh! for heavens sake . Unheard of. 

MG: So he went to the Revonia Police station and said there 

are funny things going on over there and some sergeant 

said "alright we' l l look into it" . And I don't know 

whether there is any connection with this, two weeks 

l ater were the Revonia Raids. 
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PS: That's quite possible. 

MG: It might just have been by chance . 

PS: I don't remember ever having . . . . . . I just know that one 

fellow was said to have .. . . you know had somebody tip him 

PS: off. So it could have been . 

MG: Could have been the Vickers. 

PS: And they kept surveying and sort of watched the place and then 

they became quite curious . 

MG: But I mean, it is quite amateurish when you think of i t. 

PS : Well, it is amazing when you sort of find out things that 

have happened, that in retrospect asked you for the guys 

word. 

MG: The other thing I just wanted to ask you was a more practical 

t hing. What I have been trying to go on in terms of 

information here. As I've said there is two parts of the 

study, I'm doing Liberals and the Congress of Democrats why 

they conflicted, and there is a lot of documents you can get 

on that . And you can interview people and so on. And then 

of course, there is the ARM story . So this will be v ery 

valuable and I've interviewed people and looked at the trial 

records. Now the two sets of documents, I don't know how 

complete I am . One is when I went to the Police archives, 

they were very helpful. They not only gave me a bit of the 

trial (Harris trial records ) which I have anyway. But they 

gave me the sworn statements that the witnesses made . 

PS: Oh! that's good . 
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MG: Very useful. Harris's statements, Rosemary Wentzel's 

statements and so on. Very very useful. But then I 

approached Mr. Turron as well and I said "is there 

any chance that the Security people might still have the 

sworn statement for the Hirson Trial and the Capetown 

MG: Trials and he said "no" that they didn't. 

And I just wanted to check with you. Are those sworn 

statements usually just thrown away. 

PS: You know a case that goes to court, you open a docket. And 

the docket goes to the Public Prosecutor and he uses this 

document as evidence . And once he's finished with it, it 

goes to an officer and the docket is closed (filed) . And then 

it has a time span (a certain number of years) and they 

destroy it. What goes to the archives is the Trial data 

but not the dockets. Dockets is considered not to be worth 

anything because it might be biased and may have been proved 

false in the courts. As far as I remember . 

You know I did some research in _____ _______ *311 

for the South East Africa Police. There was the _____ _ 

*313) -------------------------- -----

* 314) . ----------------------

MG: Your German is very good!! 

PS : I've been in the school you know . I studied German at 

school and then I had a few German friends. 

The Germans were .... . the best in the world. I made a 

story of the very first guy _ ____________ *322). 
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PS: And with that book ~323 ) ------------------
g a 11 ow s *324 ). 

I knew the Chief after ___________________ *325) 

And they have eve~y Police docket from . .. ... . . you know, 

photographs of the scene of the crime, it was a thing that 

happened in 1910 I think, every little bit of evidence . 

And we don't have that.. 

MG: And we don't, so there ' s no point in me trying to track 

this down . 

PS: I don't think so. You see, if the case never went 

to court and many of these cases didn't go to court. Where 

it was: you know code undetected, or perhaps withdrawn 

or something. I know when we did that, you will see 

that there, that one about the ARM, a girl on my staff 

did that . And I had taken her over to the police there 

and also to see the old documents. In those days those 

documents were still available. And also took her to 

court and she looked up the court cases, and you will 

see that she remarks there that there were discrepancies 

which she couldn't make out what the real facts were 

because you have a different version in the court thing 

than you do in the dockets. So you must be a little 

wary of that . 

MG: The last point to ask on this information stuff. Is , 

I noticed that when I went through arrest record of 

Harris, they very carefully documented everything that 
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MG: they picked up from batteries,bolts, to a listing of 

his documents. And I've only got about lO or 12 

ARM documents. In fact some of them I've got to try 

and get to Unesa (sp) if they ever open again. 

But there was a listing of documents and I thought this 

great I suppose it's part of the docket but it wasn't. 

So they must have thrown, I guess the documents away 

as well. 

PS: She introduced quite a lot of the documents. 

MG: Oh! did she, that will be helpful. 

PS: Quite a lot .. . . . . 

MG: From all the trials? From Capetown, Johberg ..... . 

PS: I think so, yes. 

I think there are three or four, you know she starts 

off with .. .... they had a l ittle socialist l eague .. . 

MG: The socialist league. 

PS: They also wanted to form the African Freedom Party. 

MG: That was an African Group. 

PS: The whole thing was initially called the National Committee 

of Liberation. 

MG: I haven't been able to trace a single of the Africans 

who were involved in that. 

PS: Of cou rse there was the guy ..... it came out a couple of 

years ago ............ . . 

MG: Eddie Daniels. 

PS: Eddie Daniels . 
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MG: I've talked to Eddie Daniels. Coloured guy. He's a hell 

of a nice guy . 

PS: He was opposite Mandella. 

MG: Yes, they in fact became friends. 

In fact, so you know a little story. On Robin Island 

all the parties had equal representation in making 

decisions. AK had a representative ANC had a rep. 

Indian Congress and the Liberal Party. But there 

MG: was only one member of the Liberal Party and that was 

Eddy Daniels . But he had a vote with all the rest of them 

even though they were 90% ANC. 

Funny that. They were quite democratic. 

PS: I see. 

MG: So then, I will certainly try and take a look at those 

documents. I haven't tried the Dept. of Justice but I 

am not sure that they would have anything at this stage 

anymore . 

PS: You know, where I got lots of African ..... the ones 

that I couldn't get at _____________ *393} 

the New African . You might also get contacts there , 

if you are interested in those. I think the African 

Bureau, in London. 

No no, this one here, is it called ........... the African 

East Group. 

MG: Ohl the African Centre in the University of Western Cape? 

PS: No, no no. 
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PS: In Pretoria here. Just called the Afric a . ......... . 

MG : Are they University based? 

PS: They were an academia, but they weren't connected in the 

University, they were financed by the government at one 

time. Africa Institute . 

You have a look, it's a well known thing. 

MG: I'll check that. 

PS: They kept all these African documents 

MG: Like the New African ... and even some of the Communist 

MG : papers then . 

I must do that, that's a very good lead. 

PS: You must find that , it ' s call the Africa Institute . 

MG: One more question . And really you nave been most generous 

with your time , and I'll let you go. 

One of the groups in the ARM was called the African Freedom 

Movement, and that was the blacks. 

PS: Yes, yes. 

MG ; And allegedly they were disaffected members of the ANC. 

And came from the ANC Youth League or something like that. 

PS: In that little thing, I refer to one of them that had 

become disillusioned with the ANC, that's right. 

MG : So there is some reference in that . 

PS: Yes, there is a reference to that. 

You must do me a favour. When you do your research , there ' s 

a chap that I subsequently had a lot to do with, if I can 

just tell you this story .. . . 
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MG: Yes .. 

PS: I was sitting reading a newspaper one morning, when I was 

still in service, about 1980 . And these dates, one gets 

a little fuzzy . ... But I saw Professor Anthony DeCrespigny 

and, _____________ *440). And a couple of weeks 

after I realized, I know it's in that old document. 

MG : This is in the 80's when DeCrespigny was here . 

PS: Yes. 

MG: And he was in the document. 

PS: Yes, he was indexed at the back. I went and I found my copy 

PS: and I said "Oh! my God this is fantastic". And I phoned the 

guys in Capetown . .. our office, well they still have an office. 

I said what's with him why .... 

MG: He was on the President's Council . .. 

PS : And then the guys said Oh! no, this was before . . . . . . 

he's a very smart man, he's in charge of the Physical Science 

Dept. and he is a very nice man and I got the impression 

tpat they knew him well. He's on their side ... And 

the one fellow said "between you and me he's also on very 

good terms with the President over there" . I said is that 

a fact. My God the next thing I know he is a member of the 

President's Council and he was drawing up the new constitution 

you know, the Secretary of the 

---------------*469). But I didn't know . And I 

went Chief of the Dept. and he was offered 

- --------------------*472) and I don't know 
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PS: if Dr. Barnett was the other *475) --------------

whether it would be before *476 . 

And I said can I give you permission to go and interview this 

person ..... now I'm in a search, but I'm not sure ..... 

MG: The operations, yes . 

PS: He let is guard down and government and all that . ... you 

would have to approach the person. And he said well 

technically, the Vice-President is the chairman of the 

President Council, speak to 

*487) . ----------------------------
And they said to me, you know Mr. ----------*488). 

You just go and ______________________ _ 

*489 ) . 

Before that, I arranged a visit to _________ __ *492) . 

The fellow there, I knew him quite well. I said now , 

arrange a lunch. 

MG: To see Mr. DesCrespigny. 

PS: Yes. I went down to Capetown and this fellow and I dined 

with DesCrespigny. And I said you know, I 1 m doing a little 

research ...... I was lying like a ______ *499) . 

I'm doing a little research for the 

*500) the Liberal Party. Tell me more, tell me more, you 

were here in those days, you would remember .... . and he says 

Oh! yes . And I started throwing him the names of these 

companies. Of course, those companies had been formed in 

London to own the ship and plane used by the ARM . At one 
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PS: stage before John Lang was .... him and his wife were the two 

sole people, DesCrespigny and 

MG: Robin Scott Smith. 

PS : No, not his friend Robin Scott Smith, the other women 

Caroline DesCrespigny . This woman was called Caroline 

McNaughton . And I picked up and his wife and been 

Caroline somebody else, but I thought she might be married 

t o someone McNaughton . I was quite satisfied this was 

--------------------------*523) . 

I threw in a name here and a name there, and he and this 

McNaughton woman at one time were the sole shareholders . 

He never responded. I must make quite sure , chere is 

probably more than one DesCrespigny ..... you know. 

I said the whole line of investigation ... . . 

And 

*533) . ---- ------------------------
He *534 ) a marriage ------------- -----
certificate, and who was the main witness at the wedding 

was Caroline McNaughton. She was a friend of him. 

I knew it had to be this guy, the same name. And then 

I really dug up and doing research on 

___________________________ *542 ) . 

I found a letter which he had written to Dr. Louis 

Lake. Not the rugby, the other ...... The Chancellor 
~ 

' of Capetown University. Richard Lake, he had written 
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PS : to Richard Lake and asked him for the job there, ac 

Capetown University. And in the letter he said, 

"you know ..... of course I had been very active in the 

anti-apartheid movement and my wife you know, she has 

been active in politics ..... Caroline, but he says, I'm 

not a politician. I was active in this and this and 

t:his but now I am doing my job and so on, and can I 

..... . .... "he wants the job there". And Lake had taken 

this to the police and he said well this is a letter I've 

got from this guy and I want to give him a job, will you 

interfere with him? The Police filed the letter and said 

to him, no, we have nothing against the guy and he got the 

job and started work. Things like that you know. Then 

after that first interview, I didn't know where to go, but 

then I got this ...... it was really him who was part of that 

company, I thought he must be able to tell me more. 

I got permission then, from the Vice President to interview 

him . We didn't have any executive function, we couldn't 

really be asked, but this friend of ours in Capetown 

laid on the meeting and did this sort of thing that you 

have been doing now. 

MG: Yes, tape recording . . . 

PS: Went to him and said do you mind ... . . and he said "what's 

this, what's this. 

I said tell me more and I gave him that document there 

how that first 40 or 50 thousand pounds was spent. I said 
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PS: read this. He read it and said "What's this , what's this . . . . 

got nothing to do with me, he says. I said, but those 

companies that are mentioned there, don't you recognise 

them? No, no . And I whipped out these documents from 

........ and I said you were the Shareholder, the main 

shareholder. He says, Caroline McDunn that's not my wife. 

I said, I know that's the girl he was 

-------------- *606). And I starced on .... and 

he said "well he couldn't remember". I said why can't you 

remember that , you must remember . Then when I started 

taking him through . . . . .. because there were various gaps 

MG: yes. 

PS: All the years, I couldn't figure out where he'd lived. 

And he said in his c.v . he'd been for a year as a 

scholar in residence at Washington. The US Commission 

on Sewer ............ *623). And I undertook the Commission 

on Sewer Rights and it was a government body, it was 

funded by the government, and I said to him now this year 

that you were a Scholar In Residence with the US Commission 

on Sewer Rights, Scholar In Residence, Capetown. Where did 

you live actually. He said oh! well I never did go to 

Washington. I said, but you say _________ *633) 

in your c.v . you know you say ... . . . 

And he says, well you know, I just thought I'd throw that 

in you know . 

MG: What a scoundral! 
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PS: I said, you mean to tell me you were never there . 

He, said, no, I just made that up. 

I said, you made it up. To an academic ..... . . . 

And further on I got the letter that he had written to 

Dr. Lake (?) Leighton (?). And I said you say you 

on the Sanctions Dept . of the Anti-apartheid movement 

this and .. . .. . . why nobody really wants it. 

But I said, but you say this ..... 

He says it's a matter of credibility. It's these 

Liberal Universities, you have to have credibility 

so you throw this in. 

MG: My, god, 

PS : He kept on . .. the man was obviously lying through his 

teeth. And I said to him, frankly , I don't believe a 

word your saying. There's something wrong with you, I don't 

know what it is . I don't know, did you work for somebody 

else? Nobody can prosecute you for any of these things. 

This is stuff that is years ago. I just thought you 

would help me with the memory thing. And he said, you 

know we left -------------------------
*667 ----- -----------------

We went to that hotel , the Townhouse Hotel and had a nice 

lunch . 

MG : Oh! you then took him to lunch. 

PS: Yes, we took him to lunch. And I said to him, well look 

I think we should perhaps meet again and have another 
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PS : talk. 

Three or four days later he left and he never came back. 

Maybe some _____________________ *679 ) 

came after him. But I don ' t know. 

MG : But I'm going to tell you a story that's going to surprise 

you. I love this story, but before we do that . .. .. . 

You are going to enjoy this . . . 

But , just talking about some of these people, d~d you ever 

follow through with a man called Robert Watson? 

PS : No, I wish I could. He was an officer, in the military. 

MG: I've tried to find him in England. In fact I'm going 

to England again and I'm going to try and write to people 

who know Military History. But he just disappeared and 

MG: the rumour was that he might have been working for the 

British at one point. 

PS : He disappeared from nowhere. And 

*701) ---------------------
How did suddenly he disappear? 

MG : Almost like a 

PS: Yes, 

---------------------

MG: But you never came across anything? 

*703). 

PS: No, really I went through the Police files, he just 

disappeared. In fact it did strike me as strange because 

they didn't go any deeper into this guy . 

Because i t really looked to me like h e was a 

*713) . -----------
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MG: Well, he was a trainer , too. I mean he trained a number 

of them . 

PS: You know my own personal suspicion is that he worked for 

MIC. 

MG: Yes. 

PS: But I think he was a bit of a rotter also . I think he was 

one of those guys, like the guys in the book here. His 

father was high up in the Police Dept. He was born in 

India 1 the old man . 

MG : Was he. 

PS: Yes, born in India, he became brigadier in ---------
END OF SIDE B OF THE TAPE: 

*732 ON THE COUNTER: 

SECOND TAPE: COUNTER STARTED AT 0. 

PS: His father was .... Air Vice Marshall, I think .. .... he was a 

Serb. 

MG: I came across a letter in the Patten files. 

PS: After the war he was given charge of a whole district 

somewhere in Germany. 

MG: Was he! 

PS: The guys, perhaps civil servants and to ordinary government. 

The old man came to South Africa and settled here. 

MG: Somewhere near Natal wasn't it? 

PS: Somewhere near Natal . The funny part with Griffin was 

when he came here he never went to his father, there 
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PS : must have been some kind of separation. He went t o 

a place in the East of Transval (sp? ) . 

MG: DesCrispgny did? 

PS: DesCrispgny, the young one, yes. He went and stayed for 

three months on a obscure ___________ *13). 

The owner of the farm was a shareholder in the company 

which published this . 

MG : Fascinating . 

PS : And its all an nostalgia - ----------- - *15*) 

with the little *16 ) and so on -----------
and a beautiful place and you get the British investors 

that have been there and that sort of thing . 

MG: Really. 

PS: And, they got quite daft about the place. 

MG: That might have been a place where the Brits had 

there people . 

So DesCrispgny might have gone back to the early 50's 

as an employee. 

PS: Yes, he came early early SO's. 

And then he got a job as Anglo American for a bit. 

MG: The old man. 

PS: No , the young man . 

MG: Oh! I didn't know that . 

PS: Then he got a job at Vitz (sp?) for a year. 

MG: And then Natal . 

PS : No, and then Fort H *26) . ---
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MG: Was he at Fort H ? ------

PS: Well you know these things are very difficult to sort of 

update. 

MG: Yes, 1 know he was at Natal. 

PS: And then he went to Natal and when he was at Natal 

he was also the Secretary for the South African 

Institute for Race Relations . 

MG : And with the Liberal Party I think . 

PS: Yes. And you know the thing with Race Relations in those 

days, it was very much a sister of the British Royal 

Institute of International Affairs . Had I not been 

interested in Race relations the South African instead 

of International Affairs, he was with the South African 

one and the British Royal Institute was very much a 

sister to it. 

MG: I didn ' t know that . 

PS: 

*3 6) -----------------------
0 f the Council of Foreign Relations in America 

They were all part of the same sort establishment . 

The guy in the CIA was financing all these . . . .. 

he was financing you know the ----------* 3 8 ) 

Foundation and was financing the Congress for 

Cultural 1 he was financing these guys and his name 

was in all these Who's Who. He was a member of the 

Institute, the American one, The Council of Public 
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PS: Relations. 

MG ; The whole interlocking system . 

PS: To my mind the sort of British establishment, the 

British/American establishment. Because, these chaps 

had worked together over the years on a sort of an 

informal plan. I do believe that some of these guys 

had been used ... . . . 

MG : Sure. But that's what I had heard myself, were rumours 

about DesCrispgny and certainly rumours about Watson. 

Those are the two, but I hadn't heard anything about 

anybody else particularly . 

PS: Now the others ..... there was one guy with a shoe 

*52) . ---
MG: Cocks, Britisher. 

PS: Britisher, I think he also disappeared. 

MG: He died a couple of years ago. And I've thought at 

times I should call his wife maybe and ask whether 

MG: she ..... but I've never known very much about Cocks . 

I think he was a close friend of Randolph Vines. But 

that ' s about all I know about him . Although there 

was one African employee of his . 

PS: That right, 

he financed 

overseas. 

----------------------

--------*61) to go for training 

MG: Oh! I didn't know that. 

*60) 

PS: Yes, he had to go and be trained as a saboteur or something . 
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PS: And then he defected and went over to the CIA. 

MG: And they were going to send someone to Cuba, weren't they? 

I'd heard that, but I ' d never had any confirmation of that . 

PS: In her book, I think she mentions one fellow who Cocks 

had financed him to go. 

MG : Yes, and then there was an employee maybe of Cocks or 

somebody else, who was found walking down the street 

one day carrying a suitcase of dynamite and the Police 

just happened to stop him. And his hands were shaking 

so much, they said open up the case. And they found 

the dynamite . 

PS: Wasn't that the guy from Capetown? or Durban? 

MG: No, he wasn't working for Cocks was he? 

You don't remember that? 

PS: I know the did arrest one guy in Durban for being 

... . .. a David Evans. 

MG: And there was a fellow called John Lorredo (sp) as 

well from Durban. 

PS : That's right. 

MG: That was the Durban trial. I've actually never seen the 

trial records there. I haven't been able to find them. 

PS : I know that Evans got five years. 

MG : So did Lorredo. 

PS : The problem is I would have liked to have known more 

about them . 

MG : Yes, because to them, they are just names and documents 
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MG : in some way . But your memory is ext raordinary . 

You obviously enjoy . ...... . . . 

PS: I must tell you though, that I ' ve been reading that 

over the weekend. 

MG: But I mean nevertheless it really is quite fresh . 

Partly, I must let my wife hear this . She would 

laugh, she would agree with everything you say about 

Anthony . 

PS : What she'd like even more is that I 

--------------------*90) . 

I had heard the piece about this whole thing. 

MG: The international connection . 

PS: Yes, about DesCrispgny. I have a copy of this. 

MG: If you could find that, my fami l y would love that. 

PS: And I might still have some clippings of that. 

I had a whole file on things when he was here. 

Because what I did. Once I knew he was here 

I was in touch with him for interviews and thing . 

MG: Yes, amazing! 

PS: Then I discovered he was informing, it seemed to me . 

I can't go to court, but .... . . . .. he was actually 

informing for the military and for the police against all old 

friends and things. 

And he was probably getting money for it . 

But at the same time *l05 ------------------
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PS: with the government. 

MG: Amazing really, but the government, well of course he left. 

And the government could simply say ... but they must have 

been a bit shocked that the MI five had infiltrated. 

PS: It was shocking, nobody wanted to say a word about it. 

T)1at was why it wasn't pursued. I sort of felt sad at the 

time. I said why this is the sort of thing we must publish. 

The papers here were saying Oh! you know the government was 

probably assaulted or ..... . 

MG: Intimidated . 

But he said, when he left. Didn't he make a statement 

saying that his name had been discovered on an ANC list . 

PS: That he did. Yes. 

I went out of my way to ask him to come out. 

Obviously he was lying. Of course the government .. . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *120) was really embarrassed about it. 

Because he believed this guy . What sort of confidence 

was he exchanging with him, but MI Five probably had 

a very good source of information. 

MG: Well, he's very clever, he's an intelligent guy and 

quite quick on his feet and can be quite persuasive I'm 

told. 

PS: They describe him as a gregarious fellow . 

He casts sort of an outgoing ... . . . . The first lunch we bad 

he was great .. .. . 

MG: Great stories. 
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PS: Oh! lovely stories . 

MG: That is funny that I've now met one of the Colonels that 

he framed. 

PS : I was going to listen to him for myself you know and the 

boss at the time said, as a matter of fact - --------

*139) to go with me. This fellow was the chief of the 

operation at the time. We were two fairly senior fellows 

and we didn't want to really threaten the guy. Because 

obviously you couldn't use a method like this. The funny 

thing there was his great mentor there . He was also 

an academic as well. He became the South Africa Ambassador 

in London. 

MG: Wharral , Dennis Wharral. 

PS: Dennis Wharral, he actually flew up to Pretoria 

and I know he spoke to my immediate boss there and 

he said to him "What's this business, what have you got 

against the man". 

And the guy said, nothing, I'm not saying. 

And Wharral went back and said they've got nothing. 

MG: Yes. 

MG: You the other question that just popped into my mind . 

The other person that there was some questions about , 

it came much later, but it was Neville Rubin had later 

been involved with Craig Williamson. 

PS: Oh! the spy fellow . 
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MG : The spy fellow. Because I think there was an international 

now I don't know, maybe that was so many years later that 

it really had no connection whatsoever at all. But you 

didn't come across Rubin's name apart from just ..... 

PS : Craig Williamson, wasn't he with that International 

University Exchange Fund. 

MG: That's right. 

He had been a sponsor or something like that T chink. 

But that's a long time later . 

PS: That Fund also received money that and WUS . And some 

of these sources , some of those journals _______ _ 

_____________ *157). Were probably all 

destroyed. And one of them, there was quite ample 

truth, you might call it that, that the CIA was 

financing them also . 

MG: The International University Exchange Fund. 

PS : Yes. 

MG: Isn't that interesting . 

PS : The connection is this . The United States Student 

Association ________________ ____ *165) . 

Those are the main recipients. The communi st block 

had the international, IUS . So the Americans decided 

to form a counter for this, so they spawned the 

International ______________ *168 

Congress. And when all these things came to light, the 
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PS: ISC sort of disappeared . It had offices in Holland in 

Lydan. They just sort of disappeared but they had a fund 

which is the International University Exchange Fund and that 

was kept very much alive. That was financed by the CIA. 

MG; To keep alive the ISC. 

PS : The ISC and to a certain extent because 

*179) was ---------------------
financing of these movements in South Africa. 

It spent lots of money . And this little Williamson 

was able to infiltrate them and I never knew quite how. 

MG: He was a student at Vitz. 

PS: Yes, it went to easy1 him getting into the IUF like that . 

I always suspected that there was somebody there, who 

was ....... Lars Erickson,he was their big shot. And it 

always worried me, how this guy got in so easily . 

MG: It wouldn't necessarily have been through the Nusas (sp) 

connection. 

PS: I t was in a way, but it seemed to me to be too easy . 

There were so many people who knew that Craig 

Williamson was a spy. 

MG: You mean really. 

PS: Yes, everybody knew that he was. 

MG: You mean even in South Africa. 

PS: Yes, and I couldn 1 t understand why he wasn't exposed . 

MG: Amazing. 

PS: And so perhaps there was somebody there that could protect 
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PS: him. Because now he's gone and wrote a ...... .. he's now 

sort of confessing and all this. 

MG: Yes, this was in the paper a couple of weeks ago . 

PS: Oh! yes. Well I don't know ... , 

MG: You can never make the connections, really. 

Mr. Swanepool, I've kept you for a long time. 

But I hope you enjoyed this. 

This is the end of the discussions with Mr . Swanepool. 
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